Translation strategies in the rendition of the *Amazing Grace* song into Indonesian

Abstract

Translation is very popular nowadays especially in our country Indonesia. There are so many strategies in making a translation depending on the text that we are going to use. This research conducted to analyze the translation strategies that used in the rendition of the *Amazing Grace* song into Indonesian. Translating song lyric is not similar with translating another text. Actually song lyric is like a poetry so when making a translation of song lyric we have to choose the appropriate strategy. In analyzing *Amazing Grace* song the researcher will divide it into two aspects, the first is about meter and rhyme and the second is about transferring the meaning. From the analysis we will know that the meter and rhyme from the SL and TL is similar. Only a few of them that has different types of rhyme. For transferring the meaning between the SL and TL, interpretation is the strategy that the translator used when translating this song lyric.
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